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FOREWORD 
It is a pleasure to begin the Monographs on Africana Librarianship Series 
with Dr. Sam E. Ifidon's, Collection Development in African University Libraries - 
Challenges and Frustrations. There could hardly be a more timely topic with 
which to begin the series. At, a time when African education systems are 
expanding, the financial support for them is declining. Due to current economic 
conditions in African countries, there is abook famine in most of them which 
affects the entire society, its future development ,and well-being. 
Dr. Ifidon has surveyed collection development theory and practice in 
eighteen universities in English-speaking African countries in the larger context of 
university structures and priorities, as well as in relation to library organization. 
He has summarized the main characteristics of collection development in the 
institutions he has surveyed and offers recommendations for improving collection 
development in university libraries. 
Collection Development in African University Libraries - Challenges and 
Frustrations may be considered the first in a series of statements on this important 
topic. As Editor of the Series, I invite librarians in other lands of libraries, be 
they public libraries, special libraries or archives, and in French and Portuguese- 
speaking Africa as well as in English-speaking Africa, to prepare monographs on 
collection development in their libraries that respond to and expand on the 
material presented by Dr. Ifidon. 
The publication of the monograph would not have been possible without 
the able assistance of Donna Mortensen, who designed the format for the tables, 
'and created computer copy for the entire work. 
Nancy J. Schmidt 
May 30, 1990 
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I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION + t + n 
I 
This study is based on data collected from eighteen universities in eleven 
English-speaking countries south of the Sahara and north of the Kalahari: 
Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, Liberia, Malawi, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, 
Uganda, Zambia and ~irnbabwe? The study was originally planned to cover 
French-speaking areas as well. However, during thedata gathering stage, 
information was not readily forthcoming from the French-speaking areas. The A 
generalizations in this paper apply specifically to the English-speaking countries 
surveyed. . Whether these countries are  representative of the continent remains to 
* f 1 ,  be determined by future research. ,- - # * ' ,Â¥' $ ' >  7 * t ,  , - 4 - 9 ,  8 : 0 
- - The system of university governance varies in the countries surveyed. % i ; 
according to :a country's colonial history.  or; example, in Liberia, a former ;, , 
American colony, , the Charter, of the university of Liberia places the  University ~. 
under the gove&ent of a Board of Trustees. The members of the Board who 
are nominated by the Visitor of the University are widely representative of the ' 
entire publicand may be nominated by reason of their office or title or of the, ,, , 
relationship which ;they bear to some institution or group. The By-Laws of the, 
University provide for the Officers of the University. Also provided for is the i d  
(Advisory Council which i s  responsible for advising the President of the University, 
upon his request, in any matter within the jurisdiction of thepresident and it is in 
: addition responsible for advising in the formulation of long range goals; the,, a 
organisation and administration of the university;, the establishment, function" and 
composition of the committees of the university; the formulation of personnel 
. 
I policies; the allocation of the budget and the regulations of a non-academic nature 
affecting faculty, staff and students. s d p  , ~ d $ .  c,t b * ,  > I  s * 3  
By way of contrast, the legislative enactments, establishing the universities in 
the former British colonies provide for the conventional two-tier structure of 
government typical of a British civic university - a Council with some academic 
representation but composed predominantly of laymen, and Senate composed of 
all the Deans, Professors, Heads and Acting Heads of academic departments 
including the Library and a few Lecturers below the rank of Professors. : The 
Council is the supreme~governingbody of the university :andit is charged with the 
general control and superintendence of the policy, finances and property of the 
university including its public relations. The Senate, on the,  other hand, is charged 
with full responsibility for academic affairs of the university. , I n  all cases, there is 
an advisory Library Committee which advises on means by which the Library may 
best be integratedwithother academic, activities ofthe university, advises the 
~ e a d  of, the Library on matters of general Library policy, assists and makes 8 
recommendations for the development of Library resources and facilities and , , 
servesas a link between the Library, on the one hand,and the faculties and, '. 
students on the other. 
Apart from Cuttington University College, Suacoco, Liberia, which is the 
only privately-owned university among those- surveyed, all the others are state- 
owned. It is, however, pertinent to mention the,peculiar &e of Nigeria where 
higher education is in the Concurrent Legislative List. ' This means that both the 
federal and state governments can establish" universities if they have the resources 
to do so. Hence there arein Nigeriahenty-two federaluniversities (including a 
military university) and eight state universities with the ninth in the offing. These 
Nigerian universities are categorized into three generations - first, second and ;, * 
third. Each of the three universities selected fiomNigeria represents a , -: 
x A ,  
t . < .  - <  4 t C  corresponding generation. . :. .+ : :* ' : , ' , a " $  ,I c h a ; a  ( a  . , 
" + . Just like universities in other parts of the world,the primary functions of-, 
*African universities are teaching, researchiand public service. But African , , . 
universities go beyond these traditional functions; for they also are used as vehicles 
for the promotion of social 'and economic modernization and intercontinental and 
intellectual leadership and exploring internal revenue generation.' To this  end,^ *: 
theeighteen universities used for this study offer fifty-three broad academic :. :( a 
programmes most of whichlare at theundergraduate level. Although many of 
these programmes are replicasof one another, nevertheless a few of them are .' 
designed to solve societal problems: The total number of students registered' for 
these programmes in'the eighteenuniversitiesin- 1988 stood at 85,895, while the 
- ,  
1 , ,  
. . lecturers numbered 8,174 I., ? , a .  , , . :  % ,+ . ,  , . ' - \  . . a . . -  , ' ,  
' To support these academic programmes i s  the Library which is the fulcrum 
of any university. The~development of its collection has to go hand-in-hand with 
the student popu1ation;with postgraduate programmes and with basic and applied 
research which is geared towardsfinding solutions t o  societal problems. This is 
why the aims of theiLibrary are basedon themajor functions of the university.. 
'Stripped of their detailed technicalities, the objectives of African university 
libraries are to: t , ' 1 -  > - t -  
. . *  
? ,. , "  ,.." 
- :(i) ' provide the materials that can meet the academic 
5 .. 
needs of the undergraduate students; , , , . . . I %, a , 
- <ii) ' '  provide the materials that support the advanced 
;cj -, ,, *. d - 
research work of the lecturersand postgraduate , , 4  s m  v 
r , s  * ' 3 < 
. ,  ' 4  , ' . . ~ 
* , , A . G  - students; ' t , .  - .  , , ' , ,  , . % < - .  * .  
: . < .  ; 
. r .  (iii) ',provide peripheral and general reading materials that * s 
: , * #  , *  I 3 c  assist the library users to broaden their horizons; L . A  c . i t , ' ,  , .  
, .., 
. " 
' 
$ .  (iv) - ?cooperate and share resources with other academic , ., , 
, t 7 :  
I "  libraries that have similar programmes; ~ 
- (v) ' meet the ~~ecialised'infor~ation needs of the regions 
within Lwhich the universities are situated. ! .' e h +  ., 
The clear implication of these objectives is'the promotion of a live collection. The 
extent to which the objectives can be met depends on the level of financial ? 
support,; the rateof growth of the universities, and the quantity and quality of the 
b,' - * .  . teaching and research materials. ' " ..# ., , s 
,, - *  
s i 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section I1 enumerates the a * 
sources of financial support to African university libraries; Section I11 examines 
, . ,  ; the state of thebookstock and how it is built up; Section IV identifies and 
analyses collection development problems; while in section V a summarfof the :' 
findings and vital recommendations for consideration, a're presented. , .  
0 "  s b , \ a >  , 6 9 6 ,  # , , . ? s " " " "  " > 
The most important 'factor responsible for the fulfillment or non-fulfillmerit :8 
of a library's objectives is the level of financial support that the Library receives. -:,, , +  
Themain source of such support to' African universities and their_libraries except q: 
, one - Cuttington University College, Suacoco, Liberia - is government grants. ; ~ r - - 
African governments lookto their universities as a major source of supply of their , , 
manpower and research needs. Additionally, by the  19709s, African 
began to b w  weigh fi ..- their * - .  policy A * in higher education d 4 , . ,  infavour . of science and - 
, technology. The development of thisgovernmental'~p01ic~ for the promotion of ,' 7 s  
science and technology was and still is part 'of a movement of ideas that include i '  
theidea of a local science-based industry@ preference to the idea , .  of . . "technology . . , 
transfer." The effect of this heavy reliance on ' ,for financial suppok ' , 
will be examined in Section IV of this paper; Suffice it to say here that from - 
Table 1 below, the total income of sixteen' out of the eighteen universities and - 
their libraries used forcthis study was US$95.067 million in 1988. Of this amount - 
government subvention accounted for US$79.992 million or an average of 84.14%, 
while US$15.075 million or 15.86% came from. other sources. On the average ' , . , ,* 
about 5.88% of theuniversity'srecurrent budget went to the ~ibrary.? , +  
i 
- ---- - -- - 
LEVEL OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES AND THEIR 
LIBRARIES IN 1988 
' f  * 
, . . . , , -  , 
, , 
TABLE 1 . - * b ;  5 . . *  - a * . ,  , ~ . - ,  1 -  \ L .  
. . 
. . 
' - t  
' , 2 ,  < " $ ., . 
, > , .  > 
Universities , 
3 , . . , ?  ' .  - L .  , - 
L a 
Bendel State University 
Ekpoma, Nigeria 
Copperbelt University 
Kitwe, Zambia a 
Cuttington University College ', 
Suacoco, Liberia x .  , , 
Kenyatta University ' 
Nairobi, Kenya . , - 
1 ,  
university of Liberia 
" " 
Monrovia, Libtiria 
, < ,  " 
~akere re~nkek i ty  ' , 
- ,  Kampala, Uganda 
* ,  
~&veki& of ~otswa& ' 
r Gaborone, Botswana + 
university i f  Cape Coast, . ' 
. - . 
~ h a n a  % > 
University of Dar es Salaam, -, 
Tanzania , 
University of Ghana, , j. . 
Legon, Ghana 
University of Ibadan 
Ibadan, Nigeria 
University of Jos 
Jos, Nigeria 
University of Malawi 
Zomba, Malawi 
University of Nairobi 
Nairobi, Kenya 
University of Science & 
Technology Kumasi, Ghana 
University of Sierra 
Leone, Freetown 
University of Zambia 
Lusaka, Zambia 
University of Zimbabwe 
Harare, Zimbabwe 
TOTAL 
* , # k  ,.,, . " "  \. ~ 
. - < - i r  . ,  
. 
. ' , t -  3 k t -  
. . 
- - ,  
< , u .  , %  
. A .  - ' 3  < 
, Total . 
Income $ '- 
*million - '  
45 
0.101 
. + . . 
,'&ernmeit 
Subvention 
' $ million 
4.05 
- ,  ~. , 
< 
,.* 
0.101 
. . . " <  
' NOT AVAILABLE : . . , 8 - 8 e  > .' . a 
+ , - t , . , t t ,  - , , .,, ,. .. ,;,, * 
other , 
Sources 
$ million ' 
0.45 
. <. 
. 
Nil 
. 
0.298 
L a ,  2 ' .  
Percentage of 
Government ' 
Subvention ' 
90 
, ,, T 
1 
100~' * 
- * .  ", 
,, 0.298 :" , 
% P  + ,  *:. 
# $  1 3  
+ *percentage of 
Recurrent Budget 
to the Library 
5 
5 
I NOT AVAILABLE .- , s 
. ; Nil 
~, t '  , q 
* 
1.66 
, " .  . . =  
: '$ v ,  
. - 
-: c 10.7 
% 
" .L * 
2.5 
, 
. & .  
28.47 
, - . - ,  , 
. 2.2 , 
7.7 
3.07 
4.63 
9.21 
23 
0318 
3.5 1 
13.90 
95.067 
1 0 0  : :  
, . .  
, "  + - ,  . %  
. <  , .  3 , * #  
p Q 
1% * r  
" ,  
< 
, ,  , . 
5.94 
% - , , , .  
, , 
2.5,  s 
, 9 
" 
, *  
23.91 ' , 
> , ,  
; 2.1 
7.25 
2.82 
4.21 
825 
23 
0.253 
281 
11.81 
79.992 
65'\ 
, . 
r -  , 
. , ,  
, 
0.27 
i , 
, , 
' 4.76 
A * 
N i l  
A 4 56- 
0.1.. 
0.45 
025 
0.42 
0.96 
Nil 
0.065 
0.7 
209 
15.075 
, + "  
' 84 -  
b q  , 
' 55.5 
* . < . 
, : 100, 
'? , r 
.. 8 4 ,  . 
. 97.9 c '  
94.16 
91.8 
9 1 
89.6 
100 
795 
80 
853 
Average 
84.14 
. , 
% .  
> . '  
'Â 5 ,  ' 
*, I . , 
d : 
9 
'A - 
8 i . -  
, * 
, 10, , 
- 8 ,  ' , ,  
3 
203 
6.9 
5.8 
7 
6 
6 
9 
Average 
5.88 
* " 
l * 
A second source of funds to African university libraries is gifts and private 
.~contriiutions. Cuttington University College,a private university, received an r 
initialgift of $5,000.00from R. FultonCutting,' the Treasurer of the Board of ' .  
Missions of the Episcopal Church in the United States of America to establish the 
institution. since thenthe University College has been thriving mostly on gifts and 
private contributions. - Thus, the main source of financial support to Cuttington 
University. College is the Episcopal Churchof the United States and Liberia with 
some subsidy from the Liberian government and gifts from 'individuals. This was 
how i t  cami aboutthat the main Library of the institution was in 1967 named 
after the former President -of Liberia - V. S. Tubman who contributed in no small 
way a s  an individual to the development of the University College and its Library. 
Other donors t o  the University College Library include the Trustees of Donation 
for Education in Liberia and the New York Colonization society! , . d , . ~ .  
This does not mean that the state-owned universities do not also receive 
gifts. In his appeal for massive financial support from several United States 
foundations, Kenneth Dike, the 'first Nigerian Vice-chancellor of the University of 
Ibadan had this to say: 
a ,  3 '  
'L f a  * ' 
b ~ " .  - ,+ 
* ? .* . iA It8-is of critical importance that Ibadan with its ~ibrary, ;:h, , ,  , 
, , established departments and 'gowing research .schools becomes a- # ,  b q  
centre of postgraduate study unsurpassedin Africa. To seek a lesser , 
objective would be to shrink from its responsibility of contributing 
- fully to Nigeria's higher education needs.' t o  
. . 
+ h 7 # 4 
It is true that the amount of support which the University.Col1ege of Ibadan 
Library received from the Ford Foundation of America and Carnegie Corporation 
of New York at that time is no longer possible in these days of worldwide 
downturn of the economy, but gifts and private contributions still remain as one of 
3 - the sources of funds for university libraries. ~ ' . f  L ,  1 A S ,  b b h  , 4 ,  
Closely associated with gifts and private contributions as a source of funds 
for African university librariesare endowments. Endowments 'are a form of 
benefaction, but they are somewhat different from gifts: While endowments are a 
provisionof permanent means of financial support for a particular project, a gift 
may be used for any purpose unless it has a string attached to it.' As . some , - 
universities and their libraries increase in reputation and eminence, they attract 
endowments, part of which are used for collection development. In fact, it is 
fashionable these days for dynamic University Librarians of African universities 
that launch endowment funds to persuade prospective donors to tie up their 
contributions to the development of subject collections. 
There are also some miscellaneous sources of funds for African university 
libraries. These include fines and payment for missing and overdue books and lost 
borrowers' cards. This type of income is expected to serve as a deterrent to 
delinquent and careless library users. While a few African university libraries have 
abolished them, others regard them as a source of funds by making students pay 
five times the unit cost of a lostbook. The justification for this is that in some 
cases, studenk prefer to report ;a book missing whereas i t  is  not; they would rather 
pay for a book and retain it especially if the book is o n  high demand and is no ' 
., , s 
8, ' t  r : ,  * e 8 < ' ' longer available in the market. : ' , , , , 8 , .  I. , . . 
? .  * Amore significant miscellaneous source of  funds is the sale of duplicates. 
The duplicate collection i n a  university library might have g r o y  out  of gifts of 
books from' individuals and organisations, from exchange, transactions or from 
inadequate bibliographic checking before orders are made. , When' such a .  - ,  . 
duplicate collection grows too largeia University Librarian may decide t o  get rid 
'of it by: sale. Alternatively, the duplicate collection and some multiple copies of  a 
.title could b e  converted to a subscription collection from whichsLibrary users are 
allowed to' borrow on extended loan basis on ;the payment' of aprescriied + 
minimum fee. -,; , '  . 4 * 3 -  , , $  . - > <  & *  . + -  
" , ,  
* .  , 
\ ' 2  ' a ,  s , .  . # * * ,  < 
, , .*  , 3 # 
. "..a < ,  
, . , - ,  * 
* 
, ,, , ; a  , .,- -. 
f ..' ,, * h :  , "* - f * * , % 
111. THE STATE OF THE BOOKSTOCK AND HOW IT IS BUILT UP ' a -; 
: , , , < d  { , '  ' *  , " . - ,  - ). . . 
State of the Bookstock 
Collection development is probably the most challenging, a s  well as the 
most frustrating aspect of African university librarianship:. This isba paradox and, 
like all paradoxes, it requires-some explanation. The thirst for higher education 
and for booksis veryhigh. African governments are fully aware of this and of the 
place of education in national development. Therefore, highereducation is one of 
their priority areas. This is amply demonstrated by the number of universities that 
havesprung'up especiallyafter 1960 when the wind of change began to blow over 
- Africa. In Nigeria, for example, no less than twenty-nine universities were 
established within a short period of twenty-eight years between 1960' and 1988. 
: Equal priority isgiven to  the universities during budget sessions. -Even if the - 
budget figures are interpreted as mere statements of intention, :they are  statements 
of serious intention on the part of the governments. Whether these governments 
have the wherewithal to implement their higher education programmes in the face 
- t  . . ' of dwindling financial resources is another hatter.,. 
I n  1988 sixteen ofthe eighteen universities used for this study offered 53 
academic programmes, predominantly at the undergraduate level. During the * 
s h e  periodall eighteen universities had a student population of 85,895 and a 
teaching and research staffstrength of 8,174. There is no doubt that there was a 
dearth of instructional and research materials required to support the academic 
programmes and to meet the staff and student needs. n 8  I ,  I + $ .  
At the rate of 100 volumes per user the 1988 book needs of theeighteen 
university libraries covered by thisstudy were estimated at 9.43 million volumes. 
Of this figure only about 4.13 million volumes, of books or 43.83% arid 53,825 , 
current journals were available. ' This gives a n  average of 44 books and 3.2 current 
journals peruser. To arrive at the number of current journals per user, only the 
lecturers and 10% of the undergraduate population were taken into account. The 
, ,. 10% o f  the undergraduate population represents final year" undergraduates who 
'have b ,  more need for journals andpostgraduates. The assumption here, is that the 
other categories of undergraduates generally c donot ,L*T need journals to obtain their 
'1 " i .  first degrees. : , " 
FIELDS OF STUDY IN THE AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES 
. !.' * , ' ' I '  
C u m  niversities - ,  ,. : ".-. . 
, . *  
* ' . ,  , 4. * 
. - ., 
Bendel State University 
Ekpoma, Nigeria 
Copperbelt University 
Kitwe, Zambia 
Cu ttington University 
College 
Suacoco, Liberia 
Kenyatta University 
Nairobi, Kenya 
University of Liberia 
Monrovia, Liberia 
Makerere University 
Kampala, Uganda 
University of Botswana 
Gaborone, Botswana 
University of Cape 
Coast, Ghana 
University of Dar es 
Salaam, Tanzania 
University of Ghana 
Legon, Ghana 
University of Ibadan 
Ibadan, Nigeria 
University of Jos 
Jos, Nigeria 
University of Malawi 
Zomba, Malawi . 
University of Nairobi 
Nairobi, Kenya 
University of Science & 
Technology 
Kumasi, Ghana 
University of Sierra 
Leone 
Freetown, Sierra Leone 
University of Zambia 
Lusaka, Zambia 
University of Zimbabwe 
Harare, Zimbabwe 
' 
'Accountancy , 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
. . * - 
* 
t 
-,Administrative 
Studies 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x , h  
'suBJECTSOF STUDY 
African : 
hguages  & 
Literature 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
2 .  
" * 
. ,, l 
Agriculture 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
v v -  , 
6 a 
. . , 2 ,  ' 
- Arabic and 
Islamic Studies 
X 
, . #  
' I ' 
I '" 
FIELDS OF STUDY IN THE AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES , ' 
TABLE 2 CONTINUED 
Art, 
Music & 
Theatre "' 
Chemistry 
' .  
Malawi 
Nairobi X 
Science & , x 
Technology u 4  
Sierra Leone 
Zambia 
.- * . ,  6 
, 0 ,* + -  1 FIELDS OF STUDY IN THE AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES . . - , * '  " . , W  , ?  .-t. > 
TABLE 2 CONTINUED 
Science : 
Development 
: Studies 
Education 
Copperbelt 
Liberia-, . *  - 
Makerere - -. 
8 { 
Botswana . 
Cape Coast 
Dar es - * - *, 
Salaam 
Ghana * . - .  
.P 
Malawi - -  - 
Nairobi ' . - 
Science & ' 
~echnolok 
Sierra Leone 
Zimbabwe 
TABLE 2 CONTINUED 
Food 
Technology 
Englbh Lang. 
'& Literature 
Liberia 
Makerere : 
cape coast 
Dar ,a 
Salaam 
Ghana 
Malawi 
Nairobi 
Science & 
Technology 
Sierra 
Leone 
* Engineering includes: Agricultural, Civil, Electrical, Geodetic, ,Mechanical, and Petroleum 
FIELDS OF STtJDY IN THE AF'RICAN UNIWRSITIES 
TABLE 2 COW
I 
b * 
$ 
, * ,  ? ,  
t .  
Bendel 
i 
Copprbelt 
cuttinhon 
I 
Kenyatta 
Liberia 
~akerkre 
, 
Botswana 
p a s t  
Dar ei 
salaam 
Ghana 
Ibadan 
Jos 
Malawi 
Nairobi 
Science & 
Technology 
sierra ;&ne 
Zambia 
- - -  
Zrn+tnve 
French 
' 8 - t  
4- History Library 
Studies 
TABLE 2 CONTINUED 
Medicine, 
Human 
Medicine, 
Veterinary 
Management : 
Studies 
F'IELDS OF STUDY IN TEE AFRICAN UNIvERsrrTEs 
TXT3r.E 2 CONTINUED 
Fkndel 
Copperbelt 
c u  ttington 
i 
Kenyatta 
Liberia 
4 
Makerere :: ' 
Botswana ;! 
1; 
cape coast 
!I 
Dares ; 
Salaam :. 
Ghana 
1 \  
Ibadan *, 
t 
3 
Jm 
Malawi i; 
Nairobi 
Meteorology 'Modem Physics Pharmaceutical 
+ *  h g u a g e s  - Sciences 
Political 
, Science 
i; 
" ,  t "  w +  FTELDS OF STUDY IN THE A F R I y  UNIVERSITfES " % 
Rural 1 DevTpment Science Sociology Statistics a ,  . . , .. 1 Admiitration 
Liberia . " 
Makerere . , , I  a ,;*; 
Dares 
Salaam - 
Ghana , p - 1 a A b  
Nairobi ~ 1 , '  % a -  
Science & , -~ 
Technology 
Sierra e n e  ,, , I *. ,. " b "  9 ,  
Zambia "1 ' , ,* + 
STATE OF THE COLLECTION IN AFRICAN UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES IN 1988 
TABLE 3 
I1 Universities No. of . No. of , No. of Students : Teaching Books 
& Research ,, (volumes) 
Staff 
, " .  
No. of 
Current 
,  journal^^^^ 
(titles) 
1,000 
' Year' '' 
Founded 
Bendel State University 1 Ekporna, Nigeria 1 Copperbelt .University Kitwe, Zambia 
Cuttington University .., 
College, Suacoco, Liberia 1 Not available ,\90 ! ,  Not-; 
t available 
Kenyate University 
Nairobi, Kenya - 
University of Liberia -1 . 1 Monrovia, Liberia , . Not "s- ,, available 
~ake re i e  university . ' 
Kampala, Uganda 
University of Botswana 
Gaborone, Botswana 1 
university of Cape Coast, , 1 Ghana ' 
University of Dar-es- 
Salaam, Tanzania 
University of Ghana 
Legon, Ghana 
University of Ibadan 
Ibadan, Nigeria 
! 
University of Jos . . 
Jos, Nigeria 
University of Malawi +. 
Zomba, Malawi 
University of Nairobi -' 1 Nairobi,:Ken ya ; 1 University of Science &" Technology, Kumasi .
University of Sierra 
Leone, Freetown 
University of Zambia 
Lusaka, Zambia 1 
University of Zimbabwe 
Harare, Zimbabwe 1 
I1 TOTALS Average 44 Average 3.2 
. .*,- & . #@ ' "  ~ ! > ! '  
b l . b , l  1 . .  ' . ,  . #  , . ' , A ,  - 8 7  > - a  1 % 
I 
. ' Table 2sets out the fields of study in the universities, while Table 3 gives a 
panoramic view of the quantitative state of the  bookstock. Thei establishment of 
these universities between 1960 and 1988means more university libraries. Thus, 
the bridging of the yawning gaps in the book needs andtheprovision of the , 
information needs of the staff and students are  the major challenges to-the . 
African librarian. 4 * . l ' . , "  , ,  
.*, s Some African 'librarians claim that the standard of 100 volumes per user in 
an African university is too high. But thisargument is untenable because a*  * . 
university should be a university whether it is in Africa, America or Europe; , ' 
whether it is in a first, second or third world country. The trend i s  now towards 
theequation of academic qualifications. Hence an attempt should be .made to A 
establish a,: standard that will provide a common basis for comparison:. 
" a  > ,  
" : -  * > -  u , , . b  
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Selection and Acquisition Policies s , . , , <* , ' b , *  > ' * 9  * . '  . #. , + 
Ideally, there should be a selection and acquisition policy t o  assist librarians 
' in the development of a live collection. There aretwo types of such a policy - the 
written and the unwritten. Most African university libraries do not have written 
selection and acquisition policies mainly because librarians think that the primary 
objectives of thelibraries are quite clear and that they could be guided by such 
objectives. But a selection and acquisition policy, as will be seen shortly, is 
certainly more than that. However, a few of the university libraries have written 
policies. Whether they are written or unwritten, thegoals are the -same namely, to 
ensure that the book collection contains scholarly materials on a regular basis, to 
set out selection and acquisition procedures, to give the Collection Development 
Librarian a document on'which to fall back in case of any doubt, and to 
coordinate all acquisition activities so 'as to eliminate unnecessary duplication. , - , 
: In the university libraries where there are written selection and acquisition 
policies, it was observed that five considerations governed the preparation of the 
I document. The first is the  educational objectives of the university. These are*, 
teaching, research and personal self-development. Therefore, selected and a f 
acquired books ;must be such that can: support the university's academic - 
programmes. $The second is the quantity and the qualityiof thecollection. , Some 
national standards prescribe the ultimatesize of the c'ollection. :From this the , a 
average monthly of annual-additions canbe worked out. o , , s j  a . 8 m  : '# g 
The third factor is the proximity of other library resources. Where there 
are other' large library collections close by, very, expensive materials held by  one : 
library are not acquired by another library in the same geographic location. ; -~ 
However, some expensive materials can hardly be lent on interlibrary loan. This 
means that in such isolated cases, a library selects, duplicates and acquires 
comprehensively. The pattern of library development is the fourth consideration. 
In a university where library development is coordinated, selection and acquisition 
are also coordinated by the main library. But in universities that operate the: : Y  
collegiate system, selection and acquisition are decentralised. ~* a -  e 
The final factor that governs the preparation of a selection and acquisition 
'policy is theFhmount of funds available. With new institutions whose libraries are 
in dire.need of rapid development, funds do not, in general, restrict the policy of 
comprehensive 'selection and acquisition of materials that are directly related to* 
the academic programmes. But as the universitiesgrow larger with their libraries, 
a policyof selective acquisition is adopted except in areas where new subjects of 
study are introduced. 
The organisation of the participants inbook selection in African university 
libraries shows that collection development is a cooperative effort.' . + # a v * ,  , - 
Recommendations of titles for purchase come from the university administrators, 
faculty members, students and library 'staff. To further ensure. the joint . a , * 
responsibility of the library staff and the faculties in book selection and acquisition, 
a very senior- library staff member is attached to each faculty. Hisher duties are, 
inter alia, to develop the book collection in the faculty attached to himher with 
the assistance of teaching colleagues. Recommendations from the faculty are, ' 
therefore, sent through tarn/her to the Collection Development Division: - 
As to the buying policies, preference is given to'the following categories of 
- .  " 
' , ;.: ; P 1 % materials: ':. ' a -  b ,, s ~ < , . >  b . - r ' .  ' ' *  , *  ' 
- . ' : . (i) materials that are directly related to the academic : fl 
* .  
a T * ,  
" * 
. , 
progiammes - thatis, books, journals etc. both current , ,: 
9 ,  . . 
+ - 
* ,  
.' 7 
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- %  , ~ t d $  (ii) peripheral materials; . s ,  - ,  - . e a . ,, - , . 
> L ;  ,"." * . ; (in) general reading materials; : * - c . - r ,  , + . b 
ad $ (iv) desiderata or out-of-print materials which can b e  ' %  + - , 
" % 
- - acquired in any. available non-print form. " I , - > p  
Title-by-title -acquisition is supplemented by subject, collections. I n  this regard, the 
assessment of the collections by. the Heads of the Departments concerned is * 
sought. The sources of supply of materials are determined by theproximity of the 
bookseller, general efficiency, ability of the supplier :to render supplementary --, 
services such as production of card sets for ordered titles,and the ease with which 
= 
b - .  + . 
, L 
3 .  , - m  
" ,  invoices be settled. 2 . : .  , . A L , i . y c , .  * t i a . . .  . r b 
The final issue that written selection and acquisition policies in: African 
university libraries 'touch upon is gifts and exchanges.: There are many individuals 
and orgkisations that present book gifts to African university libraries. Similarly, 
some libraries engage in :exchange transactions with one another,; especially - b 
libraries in' institutions that have identical characteristics. These enable the 
librarians to acquire materials that are difficult to obtains through regular trade. 
channels. Unsolicited gifts are accepted provided no strings' are attached. A 
&ireful selection- is made of items that are worth adding to the collection. : . - 
< P .. , 
, * 3 *  
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~ e t h o d s  of Building I@ the Collectionv *it + - '  m f * .  . e s  , . , . . , ,  - - , ! ;  .. 
' Guided by the selection and acquisition policy, the African university : 
librarianis faced with the challenge of building up-a fine, live collection.. s - - ?  s v  
Acquisition by purchase accounts for about 90% of all university collections. This 
is >of two types. T h e  first type is title-by-title purchase which is based on , r a , * 
recommendations of individual titles by participants in book selection. But in  view 
of the student population explosion, the, dogma of book selection and acquisition 
by individual titles can no longer yield significant results. Thus, purchase of whole 
subject collections is a welcome supplementary device. It is true that acquisition* 
, of entire subject collections has its weaknesses because there may be in the 
collection some dead titles, but these usually, doP-not amount to more than 5% of 
. $ '  A , .  < . the collection. * , , ., . s "I 4 :., . ,, et 3 * ' , ,  $ - *  n v . L a d 8  
Another variant of the purchase method is the approval system -as practised 
by Blackwell's, Oxford, and Bumpus, Haldane and Maxwell of 01ney, Bucks, both 
in the 'United Kingdom. First, a participating library has to use the approval 
profile form to indicate the type of books it wants. But instead of receiving books 
on approval, the libraries receive multiple announcement and new title . 1 * :  , " 
inforination slips. These slips show both the. subject and non-subject parameters 
assigned to each title to aid the librarian further in deciding which books to order. 
When the slips are received they are classified into broad subject groupsand ' A d  
routed to the teaching and library staff in charge of developing the .respective 
subject collections;~ Since about 90% of the African university library books are *- 
printed and published overseas, the libraries find this system useful. Additional 
, * -  advantages are savingsin time and cost and current awareness. *,i , ' ' 4 t 
" > > . *  . 
' "Another method of building up the collection is bygifts 'and bequests. - #  :. 
Gifts canbe either cash gifts specifically meant to be spent on library books or h 
'gifts of books. Bequests are still rare in Africa. : Nevertheless, there are a few 
examples in Nigeria.. The late Obafemi Awolowo, a Nigerian statesman,. , 
bequeathed his private Law Library to Ogun State University in Ago-Iwoye in7-. 
1988. Similarly, Nnamdi Azikiwe, after whom the, main Library of one of Nigeria's 
universities is 'named, donated his newspaper library to, that university. a m  v , * , 
- ' ,  . , t At this stage, the author will not :fail to acknowledge the role of some 
, international organisations i n  helping t o  build up African university library, a - *.: 
collections by donations., One such organisatio'n isRanfurly Library Service in the 
United Kingdom. Although it is a registered charity, it receives a small grant from 
the British Government and occasional help from the ~ n t i s h  Council. Additional 
, income is derived from donations and grants from a ' number of Trusts, 
Foundations, Rotary and Inner wheel Clubs and other supportive organisations. 
With these it has been possible to send substantial consignments of books. to s 
Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, Sierra Leone and Zimbabwe. A : % d~ ' * , , ,  , 
, J 8 - e  ,, Some cynics :inthese African countries condemn this, seeming mendicant' " < ,  
, approach to developing library collections. But of late Ranfur1y:Library Service 
has taken a series of steps to ensure that what it sends todeveloping countries is 
both relevant and desirable: the assistance of subject specialists and of , #  , '  
internationally experienced librarians such as Evelyn Evans has been enlisted; the 
Director of the Service, with the assistance of the British Council, has undertaken 
two fact-finding trips - one to East and Central Africa and theither to' West, , 
African countries; some money received from Trust, Foundations and other 
sources is used to purchase new-books; publishers' overstocks hie being received 
inincreasing numbers and review copies are obtained from various sources. The 
present author's library hab benefitted from the generosity of Ranfurly Library 
a Service. K. C. Harrison has given a true description of the activitiesand q~ A ;  - *  : t t7 i  
achievements of the organisation? , , . v ,.. , : a  . , -  t , , -  . :  , 
. The British Council has been known for a long time not only' t o  suppl&ent 
library servicesin Third World countries with their Council library resources, but 
also to distribute books to all types of libraries. It has gone further to  establish 
online searching centre. By this means it is possible to provide CD ROM 
generated booklists* on subjects' and as a result of key word searches., *,.- : . \, 
Also worth mentioning are the book 'sector studies that are funded by the 
World Bank andOverseasS Development Administration and carried out by the 
British Council and the Book Development Council in some African countries.+. .: 
The aims of such studies are to examine textbook provision a t  all levels,, to identify 
t h e  current problems and'to seek for short terni, medium term and long teMi 
. " 
solutions? , lcL * * , ,+ , . * , ,  , . , , a 9 5  4 .  - 8  * .  4 " , L  , , . ; ' f  .\ 
- Â¥Th United States of America 'is not left out of the book donation ' % :  t.. i*; 
programme to African countries. With the assistance of the Ford Foundation ' , 
which made a three-year grant to the American 'Association for the Advancement 
of Science, the Association has. been able to eipand its Journal Distribution **,- a.8 
Programme in collaboration with the American Council of Learned Societies. By 
this means, additional journals that become available in Science, Engineering, 1 
. 
. > Social Sciences and Humanities are sent to university libraries. - %, . "  I .  
Also from the United States is the American Chemical Society which :. 
initiated Project Bookshare in 1984. The aim of Project Bookshare is.toa help , * 
. * 
'upgrade the education of chemists and chemical engineers of low-income 
developing countriesO8 It also provides individuals, as well as chemical-related :: 
United States organisations, a means of donating Chemistry-related books, back 
issues of journals and other published material to the' American Chemical Society, 
which in turn makes them available to colleges and universities that the Society 
has identified as needing such assistance to improve their programmesin chemical 
- 8 <  
, "  , ? * ,,. , .  .. 
s < 
8 - 
8 , ,  
. % $ , <  education. % : ' : + . ' .  , w -  i ,  y *, . ~1 . L , ,  , . &  
The United States Information Service, like its British counterpart, also has 
been active with book donations to African university libraries. The United States 
.. . 1nformation;Agency in conjunction with the African-American Institute has * + 
recently received bulk book donations from American publishers, which were T -: 
distributed to African university libraries. Other book donors include the National 
~ssocia'tion for the Exchange of Industrial Resources, Darien Book Aid Plan (both 
in the United States) and the International Centrefor Theoretical Physics in the 
Third World Academy:of Sciences h Trieste, Italy. .?I"r'e list i s  endless. a lh - :  ' 
- 
- It isestimated thatbook donationsmust account for between 10% and 
15% of the collections inpresent day African university libraries. But to achieve 
this, the University Librarian must have thedriveand persuasive powers to. . 
. *  * 
. . L *  
' .  8 
. .  . 
i -, . , , - 
b .  
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convince the prospective donors that the Library deserves to be considered for 
their book donation programmes. 
The number of titles added to the collection through exchange is not as 
significant as the volume of acquisitions by gifts. This is because African university 
libraries do not have too many publications to offer in exchange for the needed 
publications. The few that they have are the university bulletins, calendars and 
faculty research papers. Even these are not available in sufficient quantity. The 
alternative is to acquire by purchase some local publications which are added on 
to the duplicates that have arisen from donations or inadequate bibliographic 
checking before orders were made. 
Since -local publications are owned by most of the African university 
libraries, exchange agreements among such libraries are usually not too successful. 
Rather the libraries find greater attractions in their exchange transactions with 
overseas libraries that are delighted tohave local publications from Africa, while 
'they send in exchange titlesselected by African university libraries. This situation 
. , --,is especially. t h e  of foreign universities, that have African studies Centres and , , ' 
q 
programmes and National Libraries. The Library of Congress in the United : 1 
States, for instance; exchanges library" 'materials with approximately 14,000 ' A , ,. ' 
J ..% exchange partners including institutional libraries in Africa. d b > v -  - n  * - a 
. , -  s Before this sectionis concluded, a few words must be said about the - , 
1 
selection of booksellers. If the required books were available locally, it ,would be 
. 
' ideal to acquire them through localbooksellers, since the books would be ,  + 
A delivered more quickly and paid for in local currency. But most of the books ' ",; 
bought and used in African universities are in the English language and are , "  -, 
a ' -, * .  " c >  
printed and published in the United ~ i n ~ d o m  and the united States.' Naturally, ~; 
therefore, the largest group of book suppliers to the libraries comes from" these ,' 
1 - two countries. More of'these suppliers are from the United Kingdom because of 
,. + .  - ' proximity , and . - the *+ comparatively ,> , s , . lower . rate *,a* of " *  exchange , 2 , , .  of the . - ,  British pound , , ,
* 
, . , 
sterling. 
.q , , , 
,, One other consideration is that many overseas publishersstock and , ' ji 
warehouse their books in Africa. Among these are African University Press, John 
Wiley, Longman, Macmillan, Oxford University Press, Spectrum Books, and 
Thomas Nelson. Books published by these publishers and stocked locally can be 
acquired directly from the local warehouses or through local booksellers who serve 
as agents and distributors to the publishers. But titles selected from new title 
information slips *generated by overseas booksellers such as Bumpus, Haldane and 
~ a G l l  have tobk ordered from b such , , )  booksellers. , * .  . - '  The result % ' is ' that the foreign 
6 * t 9 , ' ~ & > , *  ' ' -  exchange problem is raised. - , , . , . , p  * * ,  
% ,  , + .  * " ,  ; :  ~ ~ ~ ~ ' , p ~  , , * *  . I  
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I 0 . ~ . ~ a m u n o  her paper on Local publishing and ~eve lo~mebtof  , - 
~cademic  ~ibraries has examined this problem $I depth?* Governments are . 
aware of the hopeless situation, but not much' is nbeing done to "ameliorate it. 
- ,  
Although there is no dearth of writers, nevertheless their frustrations outweigh 
those of the Librarian. On the average it takes an African scholar and author 
about three years to prepare a 300 page book on a serious academic subject. 
During the period of gestation the author undergoes a series of mental strains and 
physical stresses as a result of the social conditions. After toiling to complete a 
manuscript, hewfinds it difficult to get it published in time, not because the quality 
of the work is in doubt, but because there are many hurdles to cross* + 
First, the assessorsy report may take anything Â£ro one to three years to 
amve* When the quality of the work has-been authenticated, the local publisher . 
gives a host of other excuses ranging fkom the narrow scope of the work through 
low potential sales *to unfavourable royalty conditions* The next hurdle is reached 
when the publisher accepts the manuscript for publication. Printing it abroad 
again raises the foreign exchange problem and imposes about 30% duty on its re- 
entry into the country* *Bytthe time the book is in print, much of the data, 
especially the statistical data, are out of date. The final hurdle is the reluctance of 
African booksellers to promote tertiary books written by Mican authors. Like 
the publishers, the booksellers*prefer sensational, fast-moving books which enable 
them to have a quick turnover of profits. - ,' 
* No less frustrating to the author is the wide-spread practice of book piracy. 
Some unscrupulous printers have become such adepts in book piracy that one can 
hardly differentiate between the original and the pirated copies, except perhaps 
the colour illustrations which come out in black and white in the pirated copies. 
As+should be expected, the pirated copies are sold at give-away prices, the sale of 
the original copies is at a standstill, and the author loses whatever royalties he 
would have received. ' s * $  w % ,  I 
The author's loss of royalties is not attributed to the acts of book pirates " 
alone. Some dishonest publishers do not declare to the authors the true number 
of copies of*their books .that have been sold. This further reduces the author's 
expected royalties.* Nor does the author find much protection in the Copyright 
Laws, many of which pennit the photocopying of two or more copies of a book.) 
All this dampens the enthusiasm of the author to write more books. 
The few tertiary books that are locally published ar'e diffjcult to identifj. A 
negligible number *are reviewed in the daily newspapers, but a vast majority are 
not. Bibliographic control is poor and trade catalogues are virtually non-existent. 
The only known trade catalogue, -can Books in Print, is published in the 
United Kingdom. Countries such as Ghana, Nigeria, and Zimbabwe have national 
bibliographies but they are produced irregularly. Books published in Kenya are 
covered by the Accessions List Eastern Afiica prepared by the Library of 
Congress Office in Nairobi. f * 
'Kate Kwafo-Akoto of the Regional Institute for Population Studies at the 
University of Ghana has ably documented the problems associated with the 
acquisition of population documents in Africaall These problems are equally 
applicable to the acquisition of other types of 'materials in Africa. With the 
existence of numerous trade catalogues, *review journals, new title information 
slips, and advance~information blurbs,*it is much easier to locate new foreign 
books than *locally published titles. * 6 
More serious than the foregoing problems is funding and the effects of 
heavy reliance on government for financial support. The average of 5.88% of the 
recurreit budget that should be set aside for the Libraxy has been variously 
~,interpreted. In some universities, ,it -is" meant to cover not only; books and joumals 
but also personal emolument, :goods ,and' services, furniture, equipment and 
#; 
electricity consumption.8 In-others ,it is .applied exclusively .to collection 
development. ' These interpretations depend on the' whims and <caprices of the- L, - 
~ice~Chahcellor.~ When a liirq-conscious academic is app6htedd as Vice- 
'.Chancellor, the *level of .financial support to ,the .hibraxy .rises and he applies thi: 
5.88% of'the .recurrent budget to shooks and joumals al~ne.,~,\But if another Vice- 
"Chancellor thinks *,that a student can get through the university with just one - - 
textbook in each of his courses, the hibrq's book vote drops. - " . , i s  
,: :+. The prohibitive ~wkt oi books has, in additiony Aade*thel5.88%- of the - 
recurrent~budget unrealistic. %This is compounded by the dwindling value of the, 
local .,currencies andtits twin sister, Mation. It may be argued that fican 
governments are well-meaning when they decide to apply for external loans in 
::order do improve the Jot of the 'people. )But one -of the ;conditions for obtaining 
:"such loans is the mandatory devaluation of the local currency. The .average cost 
of a periodical title "in ,1989, for example, was about $274.00. ~andlingzand : t :  
camage required anaadditional 20% bringing theatotal cost to:about $328.80 per 
'--title?2 Thusy to renew 1,500 periodical titles would require ,about $493y200.00. ,
In %the same veiny the average cost of aqbook title during the same*yeary- 1989 was 
put at $120.00. To acquire 8000 titles per annum would require at"1east * , . > ,  
$960~000.00?~ '. : h *  A .  t v : %.* - ? : , *  b - c 8 !  : ;  ,) >,: - , , b , , q a $  , %.. , .. , - a  + . .  . 
7 " !  
. ..# . ' '*If it is realised that the local, currencies have 'been devalued by as much> as 
500%, and if these estimated costs of books and joumals are related 'to,and 
compared with the 5.88% -of the recurrent budget :that is set aside for collection 
development, the result would be a liirarian's' nightmare. " -. , A  .,-, , *  n 
This raisesthe question of the effects of govement-funding on collection 
f '  development: Such ,effects *can be both advantageous and disadvantageous. The 
gfeatest advantages of the hiraxy's heavy reliance on government ,for financial 
p sup$ort is *the. 'necessity on ,the 'part of govemment to develop a strong political 
will towards~uiiiersity liiriiries. [For if the govemment is to look up to the 
universities as a :sour'ce~of supplyiof manpower and research needsy-% the , - 
universities ire to produce graduates"of high <qualityy and if the f ican , I 
governhents: latest policy in-higher education in favo-ur of science and technology 
is to metamorphose into the establishment of local science based ind&tries in" 
preference:to the idea of ''technology transfer," then 'the government must be 
concemed about the,development and maintenance 'of 1Lbraries~on an+adequate 
scaleiand make* the uniyersities see it ,as one of their primary duties to do so:. , 
- 'Howevery the',most noticeable negative 'effect, of overdependence of : .*'* 
university liiraries on govemment subvention is the unpredictable national * A 
 income.^ This means that -anyl vagaries in: the world demand for African countries' 
principal sources of export revenue can ~everely~affect .the level of funding in a 
positive or negative direction. The. result is,that the downward "trend of prices of 
 such produc" adversely affects the level of hnding of,,all government projects 
including universities', and ;their libraries. ":During such periods; universitiesy like 
other public:sectors of the AÂ£rica ,economy fail to receive all their subventions in 
the approved budget: ,This$was exactly the case when in 1988 only between 50% 
and 70%, of approved budgets was released to #African .university libraries.: At 
about this same time- also, cuniversity libraries were~usually directed &to reduce their 
recurrent budget by as much as between 204% and - 4 0 % ~  In such times of,stress 
when expenditure has to be curtailed, the library grant is one of the 'first to be 
aected. This is made possible because money is released to universities as block 
:grants with no restriction on what ,the. universities can do, yith~. the funds a allocated. 
This-is-also why administrative ,expenditures are much higher: than should be T ;  
8allocated according, to the norms, while e~enditur~es -on .teaching, learning and , S' 
- :research 'materials :are much lower. F , 9 .  , ., 8 < s v < 6 ' . v  2 \ , 3  : g + " 2  * ,  3 9 ,> 6 ' , \ -  , ~, * , , 
A - . -The inevitable consequence 6f ;type of cut h, budg9t isF that , a f t~ r  staff 
salaries and wages are ,paid little, orpnothing is. left for collection development. 
, 
Most often the grants *that governments ultimate1y;make to-%universities and their , 
libraries bear no relationship whatever to the original estimates. ' The govemments 
simply decide on *what, hey can give regardless of the estimates, and whatever 
pleas universities make. In such circumstances, the universities dd .thqir ljbraries 
just have to prepare another ,operating budget based on what i~~available. n 
, ' This type' of ,unpredictability in .,Â£inaqcing~make it difficht fqr the , , ; ' ~ ?,  
University Librarian to >do zhy, meaningful planning.' It is,, for *example, dmcult #to 
plan book hbuying trips. , It is nearly impossible to aim at acquiring ,l2,OOO.volumes 
of ,books, per year, and it will be with luck that journal subscriptions can be : - 
maintained. [It is for this reason that -the :rate of book' acquisitions has drastically ! 
dropped, journal holdings include numerous broken sets, the number, of current , 8 
boob* on the shelves has declined;,and the-problem of book svcity among ,:, , i - 
students has :been accentuated. + I g 6 ,  a ,  . s z b  * " ,  , * < -  , #  a - .  , 
' , Paradoxically, the universities are admitting more, and more* students - . J  . 
~sqwithout giving any. thought, to the' effect which ,]this can hhave on, library collections. 
It is true that all the M c a n  universities put together have never been able ;tod 
admit up to 25% ,of the, qualified qdidates ;who ,appged. Even the number 
admitted almost invariably overshoots the projected figure :by as much . ,as , ,  between 
50% and 860%. .-The .result is <that $many @of the book titles are ;placed on resewe 9 q  
and the 'Copyright Law is violated by students -who are prepared to pay to A , 
# d V L  > '  photocopy whole books. : , r , *  , , , -  ; 4 ,, ~ '+ % ,  . .  . - 
# 8 - , # -  
It is astonishing that instead of sincerily, addressing :the) i& ,6f book, 
scarcity 'and improwg the level of h n d ~ g  to the libiaGes, * ~ o ~ y r i & t '  infrhgemeht 
is somewhat being ,condoned. In one African country, the Copyright*hw:*states: . *  E 
7 
The right coderred in respect i f  work by Section* 5 of'this ~ e c i e e  
, , J  ' ,. % , , #  , . , . - .  8 
* .  , - 8 ,  
 equally exempted the samq co;yright &w, is * ,  
,, . 4; $ , "  
' ; *  ' 
- .  
b ,  , 
' any use made ofta work byvor under, the direction or control of the - ': * " 
, a ., Govehen tY  - or ,by such' public liiraries, non-,conkiercial' , L . - ' - '  
* ,  
1 -documentation centres 'and scientific or other institutions as may be " - -  
3 sprescniedy where 'use in the public interesty ,no revenue is derived I I ; i s  
-;' therefrom and no adhission fee if any, to the public of the work so : 
, r 8  ,uhed.15 ' ,  . , . ,  , , , 
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% ' :  . . r  * >  ' Somethes, i4fkican governmentstend to adopt other policies that stunt the 
growth of 'liir'ary collect-ions:-'One such policy is 'the practice 'of adopting rather, . 
than;adapting library legislation from the developed parts of the world. A case 'in 
point is the legislation that the ultimate size of a university main liirary should not 
exceed 500,000 volumes : h d  that the annual rate ofcacquisition should correspond 
to the rate of ~ e e ~ ~ . ~ ~ & n p l i e d  in thes  stipulations tis the concept of "self-< a 
rene&gt liir'aryyi a8te& used 'for the p'olicy of restricting the -physical growth8 of 
. ' 
,. . 
. ' 
,libraries. , t i  " , ' , .  L - 2~ - . ,  - ?  + ,  c 4  a - T  * N 
0bviouslY~~ this is taken from the highly controversial Atkinson Report. in 
the u&ted That 'Report questioned the* practice-of providing fspacel 
for the whole of a hira~y's 'e&sting and anticipated accessions. " The basis of this- 
challenge wai that'the existing practiccfarested 'Ion. the assumption of indehite 
acc~mulation,~ possibly at a:high' rate of growth which would lead in a . ' , 
comparatively short t h e  span to financial and reorgarhsational problems of .such 
magnitude a tocpose a <threat to sustzihi it.'''' 'As -an 'alternative, the concept of a 
"self-renewing', liirary'iri whicfi thenew accessions would be relieved by the , -  ; 
withdrawal of obsolete or unconsulted material to other.sto'res wis evolved. * - 
Although the principle 'was farsighted for Great ,Britainy it was not accepted- by 
British liirarians without reservations. For AÂ£rica uriiversity liiraries lsouth,of the 
Sahara and north of the Kalahari it is-umealistic and unwise to attempt to develop 
tfie'collection at 't-he'"sarbe :rate a i  to -weed "them because'the oldest of them, is <only 
* ,  1 s ; > . :  1 -  s * %  , a  forty-tivo" years: . ,- -- % c  , . . ... - ; , . t  
- +: ' TO- crowri the *hstrations 'of theA African university Liirariany' someb ' ' 
university authorities .have;directed that the Uriiversity ~ookshop should be * 
responsible :for akquiring books for tlie University Liirary. This -has': arisen ,from 
the sudden realisation that 'the government can no longer be the university's sole 
financiery agd that in a free society values like freedom and autonomy are best 
guaranteed by'financial hdependence. 'For these reasons the uhversities are 
:expected to generate their o& wealth. In this respect many Ahicai universities 
have beeri 'iktructed t b  fry to generate their own reienue by ' m u a l  indremental 
steps of 5%. To achieve this the university authorities have established such profit 
oriented*centres *as 'consultancy se-MWS, <commercial &ms and bookshops'. 
There is 'nothing wrong with' looking for alternative sources of income 
provided the right approach is adopted and prodded 'that ~ af bid! to generate 
funds the academic reasons that justifj the existence of a university are not . 
relegated to the background. Thiscis where the decision that the bookshop'should 
acquire books for the Library is not based on sound reasoning. As a commercial 
centre, the bookshop places the highest premium on the profit motive. The 
birary, on the other hand, is an academic support s e ~ c e  whose primary 
responsibility is to provide teaching and research materials. The one is concerned 
about economic cost, while $0 the other opportunity cost - that is, the'cost to the 
lecturer, researcher and student for failure to fJind the information'he wants - is 
the ovemding consideration. While the bookshop will take days, weeks or months 
to haggle over prices in order to maximise its profits, the Library wants to acquire 
relevant material wherever it finds it at whatever cost lest it be lost to other 
liiraries. The best way to get the bookshop and the Library to work for the 
progress and development of the university is not to seek to improve the fortunes 
of one at the-expense of the other. Rather, mutual cooperation between the two 
can be fostered if the Bookshop Manager regularly sends his list of new stock to 
the Liirarian, while the Liirarian occasionally makes trips to the bookshop, 
browses and makes on-the-spot selection of relevant books. b r e 
These are the major frustrations of an AÂ£rica University Librarian. It will 
take the patience of Job and the wisdom of Solomon to combat or 'accommodate 
the problems and yet retain the Liirarian's stature as a professional. <'The 
Librarian knows what to do and how to do it, but either hasn't the wherewithal to 
do it or the fiee hand to do it. 
: \ *  i 
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this paper a modest attempt has been made to, examine collection 
development activitiesf in African university liiraries -in Enghsh-speaking Africa. 
For hi; data, the author relied on eighteen universities situated in eleven difYerent 
countries south of Sahara and north of the Kalahari. The key areas that have 
been highlighted are sources and levels of financial support9 the state of the -- 
bookstock and how it is built up? and the challenges to and the ht ra t ions  of the 
liibrarian. Arising &om the study are the following major findings: 
t 
1. Modem AÂ£rica universities are comparatively much younger and 
smaller than their American and British counterparts. Their academic 
programmes are, to a very large *extent, duplicated *even within the same 
country and the concept of centres of excellence is hardly noticeable. 
2. Thexniversity liiraries are correspondingly small, but their objectives 
are clear-cut and the liirarians have a clear perception of their s e ~ c e  
I mission. ' d v - - - I 
- 3. The main source of financial support to the library is government grants 
- which~account for about 84.14% of the subvention. The other sources of 
support are gifts and bequests, endowments and miscellaneous sources. 
There is only one exception to this pattern and that is because the 
exception is a private institution. 
a 4. Of the estimated 9.43 million volumes of books that were required in 
1988 by the eighteen universities which provided the data and institutional 
'setting for this study, only about 4.13 million volumes of books, o r  43.83% 
and 53,825 current journa1:titles were available. These worked out at the 
rate of 44books and 3.2 current journals per user. : . ,.. + -, l 
- 
- 5. On the average 5.88% of the recurrent budget is set aside for collection 
7. The:development of the book collection is a joint responsibility among 
faculty members, library staff, university administration and students. a , 
8. Both traditional and modem methods of acquisition are employed. 1 , 
These include title-by-title method, purchase of subject collections, gifts and 
bequests and on-approval profile baed on the-university's academic 
% 4 P ' "  4 - t  9 programmes andnew title information slips:; . , , . . 
9. .Inthe process of building up the bookstock thereare myriads of 
problems that confront the Africh librarian. The most salient of these are , 
i~ theunderdeveloped state of local publishing of tertiary-level materials, the 
scarcity of books, the frustrations of the indigenous author, poor b *- 
bibliographic control in respect of locally published materials, inadequate 
funding, dependence of library subvention on unpredictable national 
income, high cost of books, ahd counter productive government 'and v ' r s  
university policies. 
10. The establishment of more universities means more university libraries. 
Thisand theopportunity to build up book collections in these libraries 
! constitute challenges for the African librarian.! But the multi-faceted 3 , ,  * 
\ - .  * * . .  \ r *  ~ 6 problems aie a greater source of frustration. : : , ,. , " , # ,  
a , &  
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3 a This paper would be incomplete if.soine solutions were not proffered'for 
consideration. Therefore, from thevantage point' of a n  indigenous African : . 
librarian who has personally experienced the challenges and the frustrations, the 
* " following recommendationsare presented for consideration: , . # -  . , 
. ,  , 
*;.  < , , - * u  . , a  ' , .  . 
- .  ' * , .  8 
1. Special grantsshould be made to the libraries to upgrade and update 
' their collections. Thereafter, there should be a budgetary  commitment to 
sustain arid maintain the collections. Theassistance of international 
:organisations could be enlisted. . , + ,  t c ,  , 
2. Core lists of books and journals in the different subject areas should be 
-, compiled. Perhaps' the national library associations ,are best placed to do 
+ this. 'Such listi will 'make uprfor the lack of bibliographicaland current 
. , + awareness tools. . ': I ' ' - - ' 4 ,  - ' h  , q . a . , !  . . " , , - .  
- ..": t '  
, c .  
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3. It should be a matter of general policy that each university library 
should have a written selection and acquisition policy, which should be 
based on institutional and education priorities. 
4. Minimum standards for collection development should be drawn up and 
enforced. Enforcement can be most effective through the introduction of 
the concept of accreditation of programmes and facilities. 
5. National book policies should be evolved. Included in such policies 
should be the use of cheap newsprint instead of expensive glossy bond 
paper. The intellectual contents are certainly more important than the 
aesthetic glossy finish. However, when the economic situation improves 
and a reasonably large quantity of books is available, the policy could be 
reviewed in favour of using bond paper. 
6. Bank loan policies should be liberalised and printers and publishers 
granted loans with fairly generous conditions. This will go a long way to 
take care of the heavy capital investment involved in book production. 
7. There should be an agreement between the African and foreign 
publishers aimed at buying up rights that will enable the African publishers 
to publish much-needed foreign books locally. 
8. The publishing of slow-moving tertiary books should be undertaken by 
the government. Alternatively, authors of tertiary books should be given 
financial assistance and the publication of their books subsidised. 
9. It is absolutely necessary to define the items covered by the percentage 
of recurrent expenditure that should go to the library. If it is to cover 
books, journals, personal emolument and sundries, at least 10% of the 
university's recurrent budget is recommended.' But if only books and 
journals are involved, the current average of 5.88% of the recurrent budget 
is adequate for now. $ 
10. The percentage of the recurrent budget that is set aside for the library 
should be allocated at source as is the case with teaching equipment and 
research votes. When this has been done; the money should not be 
diverted to other purposes by the university authority and any unspent 
amount should not lapse at the end of the financial year, but should be 
carried over to the following financial year. : 
11. Imported printing materials should be duty-free until the local 
industries are able to meet the needs of the printers. - Thereafter, the fiscal 
policy could be reviewed so as to protect the local industries. 
12. In spite of government efforts to produce books locally, it will take 
time to do away with importation of books. In fact, no African country can 
completely overcome this. Therefore, more foreign exchange should be 
made available for the importation of indispensable foreign books. 
13. No university can ever be self-sufficient in terms of teaching and 
research resources. The solution lies in resource-sharkg. This could be 
done on a regional basis, since the project may be too unwieldy and 
cumbersome if it is organised nationally. 
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